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individual and their family in dealing with multiple agencies 
while they are recovering. 

Those personnel who have suffered amputations have been 
fitted with advanced technology prosthetic limbs, which are 
the best currently available. They have been undergoing ex-
tensive rehabilitation programs and have been provided with 
additional home services and equipment to assist them. All 
of these personnel have returned to work or are currently on 
graduated return to work programs on light duties. 

While the Australian Defence Force makes every effort to 
avoid battle casualties, we are committed to ensuring that 
those who are wounded in action receive the best possible 
care. The ADF rehabilitation program is constantly review-
ing international best practice to ensure that the treatment 
provided to our battle casualties is first class. For those sol-
diers in hospital or rehabilitation, on behalf of all Senators, I 
wish them well in their recovery. 

Fortunately, we have lost no further Australian soldiers on 
operations since my last Ministerial Statement, but I would 
not wish to forget the tragic loss of Lance Corporal Mason 
Edwards who was accidentally killed in training while pre-
paring for his third tour of Afghanistan. His loss has been 
deeply felt by his family, friends, all his comrades in the 2nd 
Commando Regiment and throughout the ADF. 

Conclusion 

Mr President, Afghanistan has endured decades of conflict. 
The task ahead for the Afghan people is not an easy one. The 
Australian Government is committed to giving them aid, 
assistance, training and support to help them reclaim their 
country from violence and extremism. 

I can assure the Senate that as Minister for Defence I remain 
committed to and focussed on our mission in Afghanistan, 
together with the Prime Minister, the Chief of the Defence 
Force, the Secretary of the Defence Department, the men and 
women of the ADF, and the entire Defence organisation. 

I have made this Statement today because I did not want the 
Parliamentary year to close without having made a further 
address on the progress of our efforts in Afghanistan. In the 
next few weeks we will see the United States response to 
McChrystal, further discussion in NATO and a renewed fo-
cus on strategic direction in Afghanistan from our coalition 
partners. The Government welcomes this opportunity for the 
international coalition to move forward in Afghanistan after 
what has been a very difficult year. It is time to build on the 
progress that has been made towards restoring security and 
developing infrastructure. 

Mr President, I undertake to report thither in the next session 
of Parliament on developments in Afghanistan to keep Aus-
tralian Parliament and public informed about this important 
mission. 

THE BRAVE NEW WORLD OF CARBON 
TRADING 

Return to Order 
Senator CARR (Victoria—Minister for Innovation, 

Industry, Science and Research) (3.40 pm)—by 
leave—In response to Senator Milne’s motion relating 
to the production of documents passed by the Senate 
this morning, I hereby table a letter to me from Dr 
Megan Clark, CEO of CSIRO, of 26 November and a 

copy of The Brave New World of Carbon Trading, 
which was authored by Dr Clive Spash and published 
on the website of the Australia New Zealand Society 
for Ecological Economics. 

MINISTERIAL STATEMENTS 
Afghanistan 

Senator JOHNSTON (Western Australia) (3.41 
pm)—by leave—I move: 

That the Senate take note of the document. 

On behalf of the opposition, I want to extend our 
thanks to Minister Faulkner for his assessment of and 
elaboration and report on what is occurring with our 
operation in Afghanistan. This is a very important mat-
ter for this parliament and indeed for the Senate. There 
is absolutely no politics in this issue of public policy at 
all—there should not be and there will not be. The op-
position is very determinedly committed to supporting 
the government in succeeding in this operation in Af-
ghanistan. There is certainly no suggestion whatsoever 
that we are undertaking this operation in any way that 
is adverse to our objectives and our intentions. The 
McChrystal doctrine is a very good one. It is a turning 
point and I am very keen for the President of the 
United States to adopt the recommendations of General 
McChrystal. 

Our contribution of 1,550 troops, which must be 
multiplied by three to get 4,500, is our most significant 
contribution since Vietnam. The 23,000 soldiers in the 
Royal Australian Army are a small contingent relative 
to the United States, the United Kingdom, France and 
Germany. This commitment of ours is a very signifi-
cant one and I want to pause to put it in context. Re-
cently, while coming back from NATO, I had the op-
portunity to speak to the Dutch parliamentary delega-
tion to the NATO convention. They were a very fine 
group of people. We paused to thank them for the trust, 
the contribution and the success that we have had in 
Oruzgan province under their command. Unfortu-
nately, the political situation in their country is such 
that, whilst they will continue to make a strong contri-
bution to Afghanistan, it will not be in the same form 
as it now appears in Tarin Kowt and Oruzgan province. 
We are very sad about that because they have been a 
very successful partner in what is the very dangerous 
and very difficult business of trying to secure this part 
of the world. 

The McChrystal doctrine is about, firstly, engaging 
and securing the people of Afghanistan and giving 
them the confidence to go about their business and to 
see that the rule of law prevails. The second part is to 
secure them through the enhancement of the Afghan 
National Police force and the Afghan National Army. 
Australia is leading the way in training and promoting. 
Indeed, we are paying $250 million towards getting 
that contingent to a capacity and a capability that will 
endure to provide long-term security for the people of 
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